Local anesthetics: lipophilicity, charge, diffusion and site of action in isolated neuron.
Sodium channel blocking activity was measured in a series of newly synthesized tertiary amine compounds and their quaternary derivatives applied externally on internally in the rat sensory neuron. The large difference in effectiveness of the quaternary compounds on external and or internal application became smaller and even disappeared with increasing lipophilicity of the compounds. No such difference was observed in the tertiary analogs. It was concluded that lipophilicity played an important role in determining the channel blocking activity of externally applied quaternary compounds. The results suggest that, in addition to the neutral form, highly lipophilic amine local anesthetics may penetrate into and/or pass across the neuronal membrane probably as electroneutral ion pair complexes consisting of the cationic form and an appropriate anion. The present results support our hypothesis which stresses, in addition to dissociability, the role of lipophilicity of amine local anesthetics in the pH dependence of their effect.